Understanding the interactions of visual and proprioceptive information in tool use is important as it is the basis for learning of the tool's kinematic transformation and thus skilled performance. This study investigated how the CNS combines seen cursor positions and felt hand positions under a visuo-motor rotation paradigm. Young and older adult participants performed aiming movements on a digitizer while looking at rotated visual feedback on a monitor. After each movement, they judged either the proprioceptively sensed hand direction or the visually sensed cursor direction. We identified asymmetric mutual biases with a strong visual dominance. Furthermore, we found a number of differences between explicit and implicit judgments of hand directions. The explicit judgments had considerably larger variability than the implicit judgments. The bias toward the cursor direction for the explicit judgments was about twice as strong as for the implicit judgments. The individual biases of explicit and implicit judgments were uncorrelated. Biases of these judgments exhibited opposite sequential effects. Moreover, age-related changes were also different between these judgments. The judgment variability was decreased and the bias toward the cursor direction was increased with increasing age only for the explicit judgments. These results indicate distinct explicit and implicit neural representations of hand direction, similar to the notion of distinct visual systems.
Introduction
Without a tool, the position of the hand is monitored both visually and proprioceptively, and both modalities are integrated to obtain a single estimate of hand position [1] . Recent evidence shows that the weights in averaging different sources of information match their relative inverse variances [2] [3] . Such weighted averages are optimal in that they minimize the variance of the combined estimate, and they are appropriate when the information refers to a certain characteristic of one and the same object.
In tool-use actions, such as controlling a cursor on a monitor through a computer mouse, however, visual information specifies the position of the effective part of the tool (i.e., cursor), while proprioceptive information specifies the position of the hand. These two positions of different objects have a clear spatial separation. They are related to each other only through the tool's kinematic transformation. Even though the positions of the hand and the cursor remain distinct perceptually, they might be biased toward each other. This kind of interaction between sensory signals, which does not result in a fused percept but in distinct perceptions with mutual biases, has been referred to as coupling [4] . Coupling can also be conceived in terms of weighted averages of the different sensory signals (see Appendix -Text S1). It can serve to reduce the variances of the biased estimates, and thus, to enhance the precision even when visual and proprioceptive information refer to different objects. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Note that even the smaller variance of the visually based perceptions can be reduced by sensory coupling.
The coupling of visual and proprioceptive spatial information in tool-use actions is not well understood. Thus, this study investigated sensory coupling and the resulting perceptual biases in tool use. Proprioceptive biases toward vision have been observed previously (i.e., visual capture [5] ), whereas visual biases toward proprioception might be of little importance in tool-use actions, as attention tends to be focused on the visual information [6] [7] and conscious awareness of the position of the hand becomes severely limited [8] . Indeed, there is both behavioral [9] and electrophysiological [10] evidence of functional neglect and suppression of proprioceptive input to the somatosensory cortex during tool-use actions. The absence or functional impairment of proprioceptive information can be even beneficial for tool-use performance [11] [12] . Based on these considerations, we tested the hypothesis that the proprioceptively sensed direction of the hand is strongly biased toward the visually sensed direction of the cursor in tool use (as visual capture [5] ), whereas the latter is only slightly biased toward the former.
Coupling of the proprioceptive information on hand direction and the visual information on cursor direction together with the resulting perceptual biases should be associated with costs in terms of one's overall learning capability of the tool's kinematic transformation. In particular, it should reduce the explicitly known differences between hand positions, that constitute the input to the transformation, and cursor positions, that constitute the output. Thereby it should compromise the explicit learning of the relation between hand and cursor positions, which is an element of learning of kinematic transformations [13] .
Learning of a tool's transformation, however, also involves an implicit process that is outside conscious awareness [14] [15] . This process requires hand-position information as well, although its sources might differ from the sources of conscious awareness of hand position. For example, motor outflow or the associated corollary discharge [16] or efference copy [17] might be involved to a greater extent. Accordingly, it should be possible to identify a second, implicit rather than explicit, representation of the direction of the hand. For this purpose, we devised a task that enables an indirect (or implicit) measure of the sensed hand direction [18] . This measure exploits error propagation in successive aiming movements [19] [20] [21] , in particular the propagation of errors that originate from visually induced discrepancies between the physical and the perceived position of the hand [22] [23] [24] .
In the present study, the relation between the explicit and implicit measures of hand direction was explored in three different ways. First, we determined the inter-individual covariation of both measures, which should be close to zero if they indeed tap distinct representations. Second, we tested age-related variations for the two measures, which could be different. Assume that the explicit measure taps a representation being used for explicit learning of kinematic transformations and that the implicit measure taps a representation being used for implicit learning. Further assume that learning suffers when perceptual biases become stronger, so that the directions of hand and cursor become harder to discriminate. Then, the observation of age-related deficits of explicit learning [13, 25] leads one to expect stronger perceptual biases in older than in younger adults for the explicit measures, in particular for the stronger bias of the explicit measure of the sensed direction of the hand toward the direction of the cursor. In contrast, there should be no age-related variation for the implicit measure because there is no age-related deficit of implicit learning [13, 25] . Third, we tested sequential effects of trials for explicit and implicit measures which could be different as well. In the present study, one of the two types (cursor and hand) of explicit judgment was randomly instructed to the participants for each trial, thus possibly enabling for participants to relate to trial history regarding the type of judgment. Hence, it could affect information processing in the subsequent trials.
The results will show mutual biases with a strong asymmetry, namely, a visual dominance over proprioception. Importantly, implicit and explicit judgments of hand direction exhibited a number of differences, among them different age-related changes, that strongly suggest that they tap different neural representations.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty young adults (mean6SD: 26.163.2 years; range: 20-30 years; 9 males and 11 females) and twenty older adults (59.665.7 years; range: 50-69 years; 10 males and 10 females) participated in the study. All participants were right-handed, had no history of stroke, arthritis, or other neurological or movement impairments, and gave written informed consent prior to participation. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and with general approval by the ethics committee of the Leibniz Research Centre for Working Environment and Human Factors.
Young and older participants were compared on two subtests of the German version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale [26] : the Digit Symbol Test, a test of perceptuo-motor processing speed, and the Vocabulary Test, a test of culturally mediated knowledge. Consistent with typical findings, the average score on the Digit Symbol Test was significantly higher for the young adults (mean6SD: 66.7612.1) than for the older adults (50.9613.6, t(38) = 3.8, P,0.001), whereas the average score of the Vocabulary Test tended to be lower for the young adults (25.863.9) than for the older adults (30.6611.3, t(38) = 1.7, P = 0.088). According to these findings, the two groups were representative for their respective age groups in terms of general age-related variations and invariances.
Apparatus
The experimental setup (Fig. 2a) was quite similar to the one used in our previous study [18] . Participants were seated at a table, on which a digitizer tablet (133 Hz sampling rate) and a monitor were placed. The monitor was covered by a large black circular screen with a semi-circular window (32 cm in diameter) in its center. The participants held a stylus with their right hand and made movements on the digitizer. An opaque board placed above the participants' arm blocked their direct view of the hand movements.
Design and procedure
Participants performed three-stroke arm movements as described previously [18] . The first target (T1, 1.4 cm in diameter) was located in the center of the semi-circular window (Fig. 2b) . The start position (SP, 1.2 cm in diameter) was located 3 cm below T1. A second target (T2, 1 cm in diameter) was presented at pseudo random locations, ranging from 260u to +60u relative to the central location, on an invisible circle with a radius of 15 cm around T1. The participants made three-stroke movements from the SP to T1 (1 st stroke), then to T2 (2 nd stroke), and subsequently back to T1 (3 rd stroke). To stop the movements mechanically at the end of the 2 nd strokes, a semi-circular plastic ring (stopper ring) with a radius of 15 cm around T1 and 3 mm height was placed on the digitizer's surface.
At the beginning of each trial, participants were guided to the SP by arrows shown on the monitor [18] . One second after the stylus was in the SP, T2 was displayed for 1 s (Fig. 2b, 1 st panel). Subsequently, T1 was displayed. After a delay of 0.5 s, an auditory go-signal was delivered. The participants then made three-stroke movements at a comfortable speed. Once the participants made the 1 st stroke to T1, this target disappeared. The 1 st stroke was introduced because the participants would naturally look at T1 [27] [28] , which prevented them from keeping their gaze on T2 to remember its location. Subsequently, the participants made the 2 nd stroke to the remembered T2 until the movement was stopped by the stopper ring, and then made a return movement (3 rd stroke) back to the remembered T1 location.
The feedback cursor was displayed concurrently with the hand movements only during the 1 st and the 2 nd strokes. Only during the 2 nd strokes, the motions of the cursor were rotated relative to the directions of the hand movements. Participants had to adjust their movements so that the cursor on the monitor would move toward the remembered T2 location (Fig. 2b, 3 rd panel). The remembered T2 was introduced instead of a visible T2, so that the participants focused on the visual feedback cursor rather than on the visual target during the 2 nd stroke. There were twelve different rotation angles (clockwise [CW] direction: 230u, 225u, 220u, 215u, 210u, 25u; counter-clockwise [CCW] direction: 5u, 10u, 15u, 20u, 25u, 30u), which were randomized across trials.
The participants made the 3 rd stroke without visual feedback. One second after completing the 3 rd stroke, the participants were asked to judge either the hand or cursor direction at the end of the 2 nd stroke (Fig. 2b, 4 th panels). For the judgment of cursor direction (explicit cursor judgment, 4 th panel top), a short white line (width: 0.15 cm; length: 2 cm) was displayed. It marked the peripheral end of a radial line from T1 to the circumference of the invisible ring of 15 cm diameter centered at T1. The radial line, and thus its visible peripheral end, moved at a constant speed counter-clockwise or clockwise, beginning at a start position 102u to the right or left of the vertical. The participants instructed the examiner to stop and finely adjust the line to the direction that matched the direction of the cursor at the end of the 2 nd stroke. For the judgment of hand direction (explicit hand judgment, 4 th panel bottom), the participants moved the pen from the right (or left) lower corner of the stopper ring counter-clockwise (or clockwise) along the ring and stopped where he/she thought the hand direction matched the direction of the hand at the end of the 2 nd stroke. This hand movement along the circular path served to indicate the hand position at the end of the 2 nd stroke instead of reproducing the movement from motor memory. For the explicit judgments, type of judgment (hand or cursor direction) and direction of line or hand movement during the judgment (clockwise or counter-clockwise) were randomized across trials.
Data were recorded in six trials for each of the 12 angular rotations of visual feedback during the 2 nd stroke, totaling 72 trials for each type of explicit judgment, cursor and hand. The experiment consisted of a block of 5 familiarization trials, a block of 8 practice trials, and a block of experimental trials (144 experimental trials were preceded by a warm-up trial). The familiarization trials included the procedure without the visualfeedback rotation and without the judgment part. The practice trials included all the procedure. A couple of breaks of a few minutes each were inserted as needed during the block of experimental trials.
Data Analysis
Explicit judgments of cursor and hand direction. The angular deviation of the judged hand (or cursor) direction from the actual hand (or cursor) direction at the end of the 2 nd stroke was measured in each trial. A positive (or negative) angular deviation indicated a CCW (or CW) deviation of the judged direction from the actual direction.
Means and standard deviations of the angular deviations were computed for each type of judgment (cursor or hand) and each visual-feedback rotation in each participant. To measure the influence of the rotated visual feedback on the explicit judgments, a linear regression was performed for each participant and each type of judgment; angular deviation was set as the dependent variable and visual-feedback rotation as the independent variable. The resulting slope parameters are estimates of the proportional biases of the explicit judgments. They specify the strength of the coupling in terms of the biases of both types of judgment in degrees per degree of the visual-feedback rotation. We shall refer to them as explicit-judgment biases. The intercepts of the regression lines served to assess overall offsets of the judgments in the CCW or CW direction independent of the visual-feedback rotation.
The data were screened for outliers both among trials and among participants. Based on the linear regressions, trials with judgments outside the range of predicted judgments 63SD of the residuals were eliminated as outliers. As a result, 28 trials (0.49 %) out of 5,760 trials were removed from all analyses. Subsequently, the bias parameters for each type of judgment and each participant were screened for outliers. Means and standard deviations across all participants of both age groups were calculated for the two types of judgment, and bias parameters outside the range of mean63SD were defined as outliers. These computations were repeated until no further outliers were found. As the result, two young adults and one older adult were identified as having outliers for the cursor judgments, and another young adult for the hand judgments. These participants were excluded from all analyses.
Indirect measure of the sensed direction of the hand. The indirect (implicit) measure of the sensed direction of the hand was computed as described previously [18] . The following three steps were taken. First, the angle (a in Fig. 2c ) between the line connecting T1 with the end of the 2 nd stroke (Line A) and the line connecting the end of the 2 nd stroke with the end of the 3 rd stroke (Line B) was measured. Second, Line B was shifted in parallel to the axes of the coordinate system until its end (i.e., the end of the 3 rd -stroke, white open circle in Fig. 2c ) was in T1. Third, the location of the other end of the shifted line (Line B') served as an estimate of the felt hand position at the end of the 2 ndstroke (dotted white circle in Fig. 2c) . We used the angle a' between the Line A and the Line B' as estimate of the rotation of the felt hand position relative to the actual hand position, that is, as implicit angular deviation. When Line B' (i.e., 3 rd stroke) was rotated to the CCW or CW direction compared to Line A (i.e., 2 nd stroke), the implicit angular deviation (a') had a positive or negative sign, respectively.
The implicit judgment was made in each trial before the type of explicit judgment was instructed to the participants. Therefore, means and standard deviations of the implicit angular deviations were computed across both types of explicit judgment for each visual-feedback rotation and each participant. To measure the influence of the rotated visual feedback on the indirect measure of the sensed hand direction, the implicit angular deviations (a') of each participant were subjected to a linear regression with rotation of visual feedback as the independent variable. The resulting slope parameter is an estimate of the bias of the indirect measure of the sensed hand direction per degree of the rotation of visual feedback. We shall refer to it as implicit-judgment bias. The intercept of the regression line is an estimate of the overall offset of the implicit judgments in the CCW or CW direction independent of the visualfeedback rotation.
Trials were screened for those with outlying implicit measures by using the same principles as described above for the explicit judgments. Based on the linear regressions, 19 trials (0.33%) out of 5,760 trials were removed from all analyses. Next, the individual bias parameters were screened for outliers; another young adult was excluded from all analyses, leaving 16 young adults and 19 older adults for the subsequent analyses.
Statistical analyses. Individual means, standard deviations, and regression coefficients as well as intercepts were subjected to statistical analyses. These were mainly ANOVAs with the between-participant factor age group (young vs older) and different within-participant factors, such as rotation of visual feedback or type of judgment. The specific within-participant factor(s) used are stated in the Results section. When appropriate, post-hoc comparisons were performed using t-tests with Bonferroni correction (a = 0.05). Additionally, the individually computed slopes and intercepts of the linear regressions were subjected to one-sample t-tests against zero. To examine whether the implicitjudgment bias of hand direction was related to the explicit- judgment bias of hand direction and/or cursor direction, the correlations between them were calculated for both age groups.
For the analysis of sequential effects of the type of explicit judgment on implicit-and explicit-judgment biases, trials were classified into four categories according to two characteristics of the preceding trials: 1) the preceding trial required an explicit hand judgment or a cursor judgment; 2) the type of explicit judgment in the preceding trial was a repetition or not. Explicitjudgment biases of hand and cursor direction and implicitjudgment bias of hand direction were computed for each participant and each subset of trials.
Results
Explicit judgments of cursor and hand directions
The mean angular deviations of the judged cursor directions from the corresponding physical directions showed a slightly negative slope as a function of the visual-feedback rotation (Fig. 3,  circles) . This indicates a slight bias of the cursor judgments toward the direction of the hand. Conversely, the mean angular deviations of the judged hand directions from the physical directions showed a steep positive slope as a function of the feedback rotation (Fig. 3,  squares) . This indicates a strong bias of the hand judgments toward the direction of the cursor. The older adults had a greater slope than the young adults, hence their bias was stronger.
Bias parameters were computed individually as slopes of the individual regressions of angular deviations on visual-feedback rotations. The mean (6SE) biases of explicit cursor judgments were slightly negative for both the young (20.0860.02) and older (20.0760.01) groups. One-sample t-tests revealed that the means were significantly below 0 for both groups (young: t(15) = 24.4, p,0.001; older: t(18) = 25.7, p,0.001). Conversely, the mean (6SE) biases of explicit hand judgments were strongly positive (young: 0.6360.04; older: 0.7560.03). A 2 (group: young vs older) x 2 (type of judgment: cursor vs hand) ANOVA showed that the main effects of group (F(1,33) = 5.5, P,0.05) and type of judgment (F(1,33) = 910.7, P,0.001) were significant, and so was the group by type-of-judgment interaction (F(1,33) = 4.4, P,0.05). The interaction effect was due to a significantly stronger bias of the explicit hand judgments for the older adults compared to the young ones (P,0.05), while there was no group difference for the bias of the explicit cursor judgments (P.0.05).
Implicit and explicit judgments of hand direction
Similar to the explicit judgments, mean angular deviations of the implicit hand judgments had a positive slope as a function of the visual-feedback rotation (Fig. 3, triangles) , indicating a bias toward the cursor direction. The mean (6SE) biases of implicit hand judgments were 0.3160.02 for the young and 0.3060.02 for the older participants. These means were not different between the two age groups, and they were smaller than the explicit-judgment biases. A 2 (group: young vs older) 62 (type of judgment: handimplicit vs hand-explicit) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of type of judgment (F(1,33) = 219.3, P,0.001) and a significant interaction (F(1,33) = 6.6, P,0.05). The interaction effect was due to the significantly stronger bias of the explicit hand judgments in the older group than in the young group, while there was no group difference for the bias of the implicit hand judgments (P.0.05).
The presence of an age effect on the explicit-judgment bias, but not on the implicit-judgment bias, supports the hypothesis that the different measures tap different representations of arm direction and are not derived from a single representation. As a further test of this hypothesis, we computed the correlations between the two types of bias in the two age groups (Fig. 4a, c) . Neither for the young (Fig. 4a , r = 0.381, P.0.05) nor for the older participants (Fig. 4c , r = 0.009, P.0.05) was the correlation statistically significant. In addition, we also tested whether the implicitjudgment bias of hand direction was related to the explicitjudgment bias of cursor direction (Fig. 4b, d ). In both age groups, the correlations were not significant (young: r = 0.133, P.0.05, Fig. 4b ; older: r = 0.288, P.0.05, Fig. 4d) , showing that these two types of biases were also not related to each other.
Offsets of implicit and explicit judgments
The mean angular deviation of explicit hand judgments was a few degrees above zero at the 0u rotation of visual feedback for both age groups (Fig. 3, squares) . This indicates that participants generally judged the direction of the hand to be slightly rotated in the counter-clockwise direction compared to the physical direction. In contrast, the mean angular deviations of explicit cursor judgments (Fig. 3, circles) and of implicit hand judgments (Fig. 3 , triangles) were around zero for both age groups, indicating that there was no such offset of judged directions relative to physical ones. One-sample t-tests were applied to the intercepts of the individual regressions of angular deviations on visual-feedback rotations. The mean intercept of the explicit hand judgments was significantly greater than zero (t(34) = 3.4, p,0.001), whereas the mean intercepts of the other two types of judgment did not differ from zero (P.0.05).
Intra-individual variability of judgments
The asymmetric biases of visually and proprioceptively sensed directions are likely to be related to their respective precisions [29] [30] . Therefore, we measured the variability of explicit and implicit judgments. The mean intra-individual standard deviations were small and similar for the explicit cursor judgments (Fig. 5, circles) and the implicit hand judgments (Fig. 5, triangles) , but much larger for the explicit hand judgments (Fig. 5, squares) . Only for the latter type of judgment, the young participants had a greater intra-individual variability than the older participants.
The individual standard deviations were subjected to a 2 (group: young vs older) 63 (type of judgment: cursor-explicit, handexplicit, and hand-implicit) 612 (visual-feedback rotation) AN-OVA. The interaction of group and type of judgment was significant (F(2,66) = 9.1, P,0.001), and so were the main effects of group (F(1,33) = 7.5, P,0.001) and type of judgment (F(2,66) = 71.2, P,0.001). The explicit hand judgments showed significantly greater variability than the other two types of judgment (post-hoc, P,0.001), which were not significantly different from each other (P.0.05). Furthermore, the observed interaction effect was due to a significant group difference for the explicit hand judgments (P,0.001), but not for the other two types of judgment (P.0.05). There was no significant effect of visualfeedback rotation.
Sequential effects of the type of explicit judgment
The type of explicit judgment was instructed to the participants only after the three-stroke movement had been finished in the present experiment. Thus, this instruction should not affect the processing of the visual and proprioceptive information on cursor direction and hand direction in the current trial. However, in principle it could affect information processing in the subsequent trial. Therefore, we examined the sequential effects of the type of explicit judgment on the biases both of explicit and implicit judgments.
The bias of the explicit hand judgments was somewhat stronger (greater positive values) after explicit hand judgments (Fig. 6c, d , filled circles) than after explicit cursor judgments (open circles). Similarly, the bias of the explicit cursor judgments was generally stronger (smaller negative values) after explicit cursor judgments (Fig. 6a, b , open circles) than after explicit hand judgments (filled circles). These results indicate that the biases of explicit judgments became stronger when the same type of explicit judgment was required in preceding trials. In terms of coupling, this implies that the weight of that sensory information was increased that was not relevant for the preceding explicit judgments. Such effects were consistently found in the older adults regardless of the number of judgment repetitions (Fig. 6b, d ), but observed only after repeated judgments in the young adults (Fig. 6a, c) .
The means of the individually determined biases of explicit judgments were subjected to a 2 (group: young vs older) 62 (type of judgment: cursor vs hand) 62 (preceding type of explicit judgment: cursor vs hand) 62 (repetition: once vs repeated) ANOVA. For this analysis, the sign of all bias values of the explicit cursor judgments (Fig. 6a, b) was changed to the opposite so that larger values indicated stronger biases as was the case with the explicit hand judgments (Fig. 6c, d) . The two-way interaction of type of judgment and preceding type of judgment was significant (F(1,33) = 7.9, P,0.01), confirming the above observation that biases of explicit judgments became relatively stronger when the explicit judgments were repeated. Additionally, there were significant main effects of group (F(1,33) = 5.2, P,0.05) and type of judgment (F(1,33) = 450.2, P,0.001), as well as significant interactions of type of judgment and group (F(1,33) = 5.3, P,0.05), repetition and group (F(1,33) = 4.7, P,0.05), and of all four factors (F(1,33) = 5.0, P,0.05).
The mean bias of implicit hand judgments (Figure 6e , f) was generally weaker after explicit hand judgments (filled circles) than after explicit cursor judgments (open circles) in both age groups. This difference was much emphasized after repeated explicit judgments of hand direction. In terms of coupling, it implies a stronger weight of hand-position information after explicit judgments of hand position rather than a stronger weight of cursor-position information. These findings contrast sharply with the sequential effects found for the explicit hand judgments. We performed a 2 (group: young vs older) 62 (type of judgment: handexplicit vs hand-implicit) 62 (preceding type of explicit judgment: cursor vs hand) 62 (repetition: once vs repeated) ANOVA. A significant two-way interaction of type of judgment and preceding type of judgment (F(1,33) = 7.7, P,0.01) and a significant threeway interaction of type of judgment, preceding type of judgment, and repetition (F(1,33) = 6.6, P,0.05) confirmed the above observations. Other significant main effects or interactions were type of judgment (F(1,33) = 238.7, P,0.001), repetition (F(1,33) = 6.1, P,0.05), type-of-judgment by group (F(1,33) = 7.3, P,0.05), and repetition by group (F(1,33) = 4.4, P,0.05).
In summary, biases of explicit judgments tended to become stronger when the same type of explicit judgment was required in preceding trials, in particular after more than one trial with that type of judgment. In contrast, the bias of implicit hand judgments became weaker after explicit hand judgments in the preceding trials. Moreover, the sequential effects of the type of explicit judgment in the preceding trials implicit-judgment biases in the current trials were similar across the two age groups, but tended to be different for the explicit-judgment biases.
Discussion
Asymmetric biases of cursor judgments and hand judgments
The present results revealed strong mutual biases of perceived spatial characteristics of the cursor and the hand, being consistent with previous studies [8, 18, 31] . Instead of full information integration, the perceived directions of hand and cursor remained different. The sum of the proportional biases of cursor and hand judgments was less than 1, but larger than 0. This indicates sensory coupling, a sensory interaction, which is intermediate on the continuum between perfect integration or fusion and independence [32] .
The biases showed visual dominance over proprioception. Visual dominance is likely related to the higher precision of visual than of proprioceptive spatial information. For example, visual dominance can be turned into proprioceptive dominance under conditions where visual information has lower precision than proprioceptive information [29] [30] . Consistent with a critical role of relative precision, we observed a higher variability of explicit judgments of hand direction compared to cursor direction. An alternative account of the visual dominance found in the present study could refer to the nature of the task, the control of a visually perceived cursor, which could go along with an attentional focus on cursor direction rather than on hand direction. However, bimodal integration is likely not affected by modality-specific attention [33] .
The present findings suggest the conclusion that, for coupling of the two distinct types of spatial information in tool use, the central nervous system implements basically the same mechanism as in the case of sensory integration without tool use. In fact, coupling in tool use can be conceptualized as a generalization of sensory integration which results in biases rather than in fusion (see Appendix -Text S1). It likely produces more precise estimates of cursor and hand directions, but at the cost of systematic errors that result in inaccurate information on the tool's kinematic transformation.
The bias of the hand-direction judgments towards the cursor direction became stronger at older age, whereas the bias of the cursor-direction judgments towards the hand direction remained unchanged. The stronger bias at older age should reduce the sensitivity to sensory conflicts [18, 31] and impair the learning of the relation between hand positions and cursor positions.
Aging not only results in stronger biases overall but also enhances the asymmetry of the biases. This likely is a result of the increased reliance on vision at older age [34] [35] [36] . A consequence of this age-related change could be the smaller variability of the explicit hand judgments for the older than for the young adults. This finding is puzzling at first because larger, rather than smaller, variability of the judgments is expected in older adults for two reasons. First, older adults are known to have poorer proprioceptive sensitivity [37] ; even though it is not always the case [38] , higher sensitivity of older adults would be quite unusual. Second, and more generally, aging increases the neural noise of information processing [39] [40] . However, the expectation of a larger variability in older adults was not confirmed in this study. The smaller variability found instead is likely a by-product of their stronger bias. As is illustrated in Fig. 1 , the variability of coupled sensory signals declines as the coupling and thus the bias becomes stronger until a minimum is reached. In support of such critical role of bias, the age-related decline of variability was found only for the explicit hand judgments where the bias was increased, but not for the explicit cursor judgments and the implicit hand judgments where the biases were invariant across the age range studied.
The dissociation of explicit and implicit judgments of hand direction
Our findings revealed a number of differences between the explicit and implicit judgments of hand direction. First, explicit judgments had considerably larger variability than implicit judgments. Second, only the explicit judgments exhibited an offset in counter-clockwise direction. Third, the bias toward the direction of the cursor for the explicit judgments was about twice as strong as for the implicit judgments. Fourth, the bias toward the cursor direction increased with age only for the explicit judgments. Fifth, the variability declined with increasing age only for explicit judgments. Sixth, the individual biases of explicit and implicit judgments were uncorrelated. Seventh, biases of explicit and implicit judgments exhibited opposite sequential effects.
Taken together, these findings suggest the existence of two different representations of hand direction, similar to different representations of visual stimuli (e.g., [41] [42] ). At present, the functional distinction of an implicit and an explicit representation of hand direction cannot be mapped to particular regions of the brain. However, different neural substrates, such as the posteriorparietal cortex [43] [44] [45] , the primary motor cortex [46] , and the premotor cortex [47] could be involved. Both the implicit and the explicit measures of hand direction are affected by visual direction information according to the present results. Consistent with this observation, at least some of these neural substrates that are involved in processing hand direction combine proprioceptive and visual information. Different representations of hand direction can also be based on different combinations of the available sources of information. For example, the explicit representation could rely more on signals of the different types of sense organs in the joints, ligaments, and muscles, whereas the implicit representation could rely more on motor-outflow related information.
The observed differences between implicit and explicit judgments of hand direction, however, do not necessarily result from different representations. They can also originate from other factors when a single representation of hand direction is accessed by different response systems and/or at different times. Such issues play a central role in controversies around the notions of two visual systems (e.g. [48] [49] ) or of implicit and explicit learning systems (e.g. [50] ).
For example, some of the observed differences between implicit and explicit hand judgments could result from the decay characteristics of a single representation of hand direction. Our task included a conspicuous temporal difference between implicit and explicit judgments that might have contributed to their different characteristics: implicit judgments were inferred from the immediate return movements after the end of the second stroke of each trial, whereas explicit judgments were finished about 5.7 s later on average. When a single representation of hand direction decays with the passage of time, its precision declines, and the variability of responses based on it increases, and so do eventual constant errors (e.g. [51] ). Thus, the later explicit judgments of hand direction should be more variable than the earlier implicit judgments, even if both types of judgment were based on the same representation. Furthermore, a constant error should be stronger for later explicit judgments than for earlier implicit ones; in the present study, the constant error was an offset in the counterclockwise direction, which was observed in explicit judgments only. Thus, the assumption of a decaying memory representation of hand direction could account at least for two of the observed differences between explicit and implicit judgments. However, other differences observed are quite unlikely to result from decay characteristics of a single representation of hand direction. Which of the differences between implicit and explicit judgments of hand direction would disappear if the delays could be kept identical and which would remain is an important future question.
The opposite sequential effects for the explicit and the implicit judgments are perhaps the strongest evidence of different representations. They followed the pattern of an automatic (or implicit) facilitation of repetitions, and a controlled (or explicit) facilitation of alternations, as it has been observed in binary choice-reaction time tasks [52] and also in random-generation tasks [53] [54] [55] . In those tasks, there is only one type of response in each trial, a speeded response to an imperative signal or a selfdetermined choice from a given set of possible responses. Facilitation of repetitions tends to dominate at a fast rate of trials (e.g. inter-trial intervals of less than 1 s), but facilitation of alternations dominates at a slow rate.
In our task, there was only a single slow rate of trials, but there were two responses in each trial: the return movement for the implicit hand judgment and the subsequent slow movement for the explicit judgment. The two types of facilitation were observed in the two types of responses at a single slow rate. Facilitation of repetitions was seen in implicit judgments of hand direction, similar to previous observations on sequential effects in grip force production [56] [57] and saccadic movements toward visual targets [58] . In contrast, for the explicit judgments, the automatic facilitation of repetitions was overridden by conscious expectations of the next type of judgment, which favor alternations rather than repetitions [52] [53] [54] [55] . The co-occurrence of facilitation both of alternations and repetitions for explicit and implicit judgments, respectively, strongly suggests that they are based on distinct representations: the weight of the implicit representation is modulated by the past automatically, whereas the weight of the explicit representation is modulated by the expected future, in particular by subjective expectancies regarding the next type of judgment.
In addition, the facilitation of alternations was observable just with one prior trial history for the older adults in explicit judgments of both cursor and hand direction, whereas it required more than one prior trial history for the young adults. Thus, the facilitation of alternations becomes stronger with aging, suggesting that aging enhances controlled processes based on subjective expectations. A similar age-induced facilitation toward alternations was reported in a random generation task [59] . In contrast, there was no age difference in facilitation of repetitions in implicit judgments of hand direction. Again, these discrepant aging effects of sequence between the explicit and implicit judgments point to distinct representations that subserve the two types of judgment.
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